Study of the Cumulative Number Distribution of Charged Particles Produced in p12C-Interactions at 4.2 A GeV/c
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Abstract

In this paper the behaviour of the cumulative number distribution and the maximum values of cumulative number in an event of all charged particles (protons, ±-mesons) produced in p12C-interactions at 4.2 A GeV/c from experimental and simulation data has been analysed. One could see four different regions in the cumulative number distributions for protons in which the last region has cumulative number greater than one which correspond to cumulative region. Similarly one could see two and three different regions for negative and positive pions respectively but there is totally absence of the cumulative area for negative pions but there are few positive pions in the cumulative area. The simulation data obtained from Cascade code cannot describe satisfactorily the distributions of the cumulative number for protons and positive and negative pions but in case of particles with maximum values of cumulative number cascade code can describe the behaviour of cumulative number distribution well.
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Introduction

The experimental results on ultra-relativistic heavy ion collisions have shown the collective behaviour for the partons in hot and dense matter [1-3]. The JINR Cumulative effect [4], CERN EMC (European Muon Collaboration) effect [4,5] at relativistic hadron-nuclear and nuclear- nuclear interactions could be considered as experimental evidence on nucleon collective phenomenon in the medium.

The JINR Cumulative effect [4] could be considered as a first signal on collective behaviour for inner nuclear nucleons. It led to the notion for production of particles with energies beyond the kinematic limit of free nucleon collisions [4]. The effect was deeply discussed in the paper [6] and one can extract some ideas from it. Few interesting points are: i) Observations of the pions with energies ~8 GeV in D+A reactions at 5 A GeV; ii) In the B+A → C+X reactions, the particles C were produced with x>1 (Figure 1). The values of the x can be defined as x=u/s=(1/m)(e-p cosq), here u and s are the Mandelstam invariants, m, e, p and q are the mass of the C particle, its total energies, 3 momentum and emission angle respectively, in the lab frame. For free nucleon collisions the values of x must be limited by 1. But as we can see from Figure 2 [7] for hadron-nuclear interactions at JINR energies particles were emitted with x>1.

The JINR cumulative effect has very peculiar properties; some of them are: i) It has been observed for photon-nuclear; lepton-nuclear; hadron-nuclear and nuclear-nuclear interactions ii) The strong A-dependences were indicated for the invariant inclusive cross sections of the cumulative particles (f(p)=e ds/dp).

The theoretical interpretation of the effect proposed that it is a result of nucleon collective phenomena and the cumulative particles could be produced from the system of collected nucleons-coherent groups of nucleons. The latter could be formed as a result of fluctuations of nuclear density [8], the interaction of the projectile with target nucleons

Figure 1: The kinematic picture of the cumulative particle production.

Figure 2: The inverse of the slope for ε dσ/dp ~f(-x/<x>) behaviour as a function of x has a universal value <x>=0.16.
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(the possibility has a very small probability because the cumulative particles have been observed for photon and lepton interactions too), and nucleon percolation [9].

So we can say that JINR cumulative effect can be considered as a phenomenon with nucleons collective behaviour and coherent interactions.

The JINR cumulative effect has been confirmed by the CERN EMC effect [5]. European Muon Collaboration (EMC) investigated the muon deep inelastic scattering on iron and deuterium. They found the big disagreement between experimental result and theoretical expectations. The experimental result shown that the F2 and hence the quark and gluon distributions of a nucleon bound in a nucleus differ from those of a free nucleon. None of the popular models suggested to explain the EMC effect seem satisfactory and present a new point of view on the effect as a simple relativistic phenomenon [10]. The effect can also be considered as a result of nucleon collective phenomena.

These effects could be explained as a result of nucleon collective phenomena and coherent interactions. Coherent 'Tube' Model (CTM) [11], which can give us even a clearer explanation for the energetic (cumulative) particle production. Here the interaction of a hadron with a target nucleus results from its simultaneous collision with the tube of nucleons of cross section s that lie along its path to the target nucleus. For the interaction of projectile with momentum plab the cumulative square of the center-of-mass energy is \( s_i \approx 2m_p s_{lab} \) (i is a number of nucleons, m-a nucleon mass). The paper [12] quantitatively described unusually strong A dependence (stronger than the commonly assumed A or A^{2/3}) of the cross section for p+A \( \rightarrow \) J/Y+X reaction at incident energies below 30 GeV, using cumulative effects (via energy rescaling).

The CTM for high energy nucleus-nucleus collisions has been discussed in paper [13]. In this case two tubes have been considered: i1 nucleons in incident tube and i2 nucleons in the target tube. The c.m. energy squared for this tube-tube collision is approximately given by \( s_i \approx i_1 i_2 s_{lab} \). One can say that cumulative particles could give necessary information on collective phenomenon inside the nucleus and on dynamics of coherent particle productions. Though cumulative effect have been studied for many years there are only a few papers where the effect studied in case of 4p condition of measurement but in other hand the condition is necessary for get the information on the correlation in the cumulative events [14]. The main goal of the paper to study the cumulative effect in conditions of 4p geometry for measurements.

**Method**

To reach the goal of the investigation we have used the data obtained from 2 m propane (CH{3}H{8}) bubble chamber, of the Laboratory of High Energy (LHE) of the JINR [15,16]. A magnetic field 1.5 Tesla has been applied around the chamber which was irradiated with the beams of protons and light nuclei accelerated to a momentum of 4.2 A GeV/c in the JINR Synchrophasotron [17]. In 4\( \pi \) geometry most of all charged particles were emerged, having energy larger than the threshold energy of track creation, were traced in the detector. Only charged particles are identified from their tracks, which are calculated by the momentums of produced particles and the magnetic field applied to the chamber [18]. Every particle entailed minimum momentum to form the track particular to its mass. The average minimum momentum for pion registration is set to about 70 MeV/c, below this pion cannot produce visible tracks. All negative particles, other than identified electrons, were classified as p-mesons. Positive pions were indentified if their momenta were less than 1.0 GeV/c [19]. The p{\textsuperscript{+}} mesons are recognized and differentiated from protons by ionization produced in chamber in the momentum region less than 0.5 GeV/c. The protons are identified well within the momentum interval 0.15-0.5 GeV/c and above this momentum the p{\textsuperscript{+}} mesons has contamination with protons [20,21]. We have created the cumulative number spectrum for the secondary charged particles. For the cumulative number we have used the variable ‘x’. The charged particles include the identified protons, p{\textsuperscript{+}} and p{\textsuperscript{−}}-mesons. The x spectrum of the protons and positive and negative pions were created separately too. The x-distribution of the charged particles with maximum values of the x in an event is also considered. All the experimental data were compared with ones coming from the Dubna version of the cascade model and were fitted using the exponential function \( y = ax + b \) (a and b are free parameters of fitting) [22].

**Cascade Evaporation Model (CEM)**

As we have mentioned above that all the experimental data have been compared with ones coming from the Dubna version of the cascade model [22]. The model was described in somewhere else [21,23], based on Monte-Carlo simulation, used to explain the common prospects of nucleus-nucleus and hadron-nucleus collisions at relativistic energies. In this model, the system of colliding nuclei is acted as gas of nucleon bound in a potential well. It employs for nucleus-nucleus and hadron-nucleus collisions with multiple scattering. During interaction, particles are produced when conditions for production are satisfied, after momentum transfer; these further interact elastically or in-elastically with the nucleons [24]. The newly produced particles coming from the interaction of secondary particles may produce further particles. The process continues either absorption of particles in the target medium or leaving the target medium. A diffused distribution is considered for the potential and density of nucleus where correlation exists between nucleons in the normal state. The time evolution Monte-Carlo study of two interacting nuclei, the inter dependence of target and cascade are consummate through nucleons density correlations from intra nuclear collisions. All conservation laws and invariance principles are obeying including the Pauli Exclusion Principle and the energy-momentum conservation in each intra nuclear interaction. The nuclei that are excited and are unable to produce new particles after the cascade stage are then described by the statistical theory in the evaporation approximation. The basic assumptions and procedures of the cascade model are given in papers [23,24].

**Results and Discussion**

Figure 3a-d show the x distribution of protons, p{\textsuperscript{−}}- and p{\textsuperscript{+}}-mesons, produced in 12C-interactions at 4.2 A GeV/c. One can see (Figure 3a, all charged particles: protons, p{\textsuperscript{−}}- and p{\textsuperscript{+}}-mesons together) four different regions in the distribution: 0.02<x<0.18 (first region); 0.26<x<0.66 (second region); 0.74<x<0.90 (third region); x>1.0 (fourth region) which were compared with data generated through simulation by using the Cascaded Model. To get quantitative results the distributions in the different regions were fitted by using function y (see above). The results of the fitting are shown in Table 1 of both experimental and model data. The vertical lines in the figures fix the boundary for the cumulative particles (particles with x>1) [25-27]. One can see that for all charged particles (Figure 3a) and protons (Figure 3b) in the area of x<1 the number of particles (NI) almost doesn’t depend on x and it decreases exponentially with x in the area of x=1 (area of the cumulative particles). As we can see from the Figure 3b, cascade cannot describe satisfactorily the behavior of the x-distribution for the proton in 1 and IV regions. The code gives systematically decreased
values for protons in the last area. Figure 3c and 3d show number of regions decreased to 2 for negative pions because in 3rd region we can see only two points with huge error. Similarly one can see 3 numbers of regions for positive pions because in this case the 4th region has also only few points with huge error. So we cannot say that we observed 3 and 4 regions for negative and positive pions, respectively. There were not observed any negative pions in the area of x>1 and one could see several positive pions in the cumulative area. The result is in good agreement with one obtained in the paper [28]. In this paper, the authors have reported that number of cumulative p+-mesons several times greater than number for the cumulative p--mesons produced in the p+12C-interaction at 40 GeV/c. The last result could be considered as a signal that observed cumulative p+-mesons produced in the area very close to the surface of the carbon nucleus where the number of protons is greater than number of neutrons due to repulsive force between positively charged protons. To understand the result we have studied the characteristics of the particles with maximum values of the x. We have defined a particle with maximum x in each event.

Figure 4a shows the x distribution for the xL-particles produced in p+12C-interactions at 4.2 A GeV/c. The xL-particles could be proton, p+- or p--mesons. The data coming from the cascade model are also shown in the same figure. All the data were fitted using the exponential function. The results of the fitting are shown in Tables 1 and 2 from of experimental and model data [24-27].

One can see four different regions in the distribution: 0.02<x<0.18 (first region); 0.26<x<0.66 (second region); 0.74<x<0.90 (third region); x>1.0 (fourth region-cumulative region). It is evident that simulation data coming from the cascade code can describe satisfactorily the experimental data. Figure 4b shows the x distribution for the xL-particles in cases of they are the protons. The behaviour of the distribution is almost same with ones what we could observe from Figure 4a. The same results for the behaviour of the xL-particles distributions in case of p+-mesons (Figure 4c and Figure 4b) are particles with maximum x in an event.

### Table 1: The result of the fitting for total charged particles/proton/pion plus in experimental and cascaded model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Charged Particles</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Parameter 1</th>
<th>Parameter II</th>
<th>χ²</th>
<th>No of points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All charged Particles</td>
<td>IV(x&gt;1.0) E</td>
<td>3.2 × 10² ± 8.0 × 10⁵</td>
<td>7.9 ± 0.2</td>
<td>7.92</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IV (x&gt;1) M</td>
<td>3.4 × 10² ± 1.0 × 10⁵</td>
<td>6.5 ± 0.2</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proton</td>
<td>IV(x&gt;1.0) E</td>
<td>5.0 × 10² ± 2.0 × 10⁵</td>
<td>8.3 ± 0.4</td>
<td>9.44</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IV (x&gt;1) M</td>
<td>6.7 × 10² ± 7.0 × 10⁴</td>
<td>6.06 ± 0.09</td>
<td>27.32</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pion Plus</td>
<td>IV(x&gt;1.0) E</td>
<td>1.5 ± 3.7</td>
<td>0.8 ±1.6</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IV(x&gt;1.0) M</td>
<td>Nil</td>
<td>Nil</td>
<td>Nil</td>
<td>Nil</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3a-d: x-Distribution for the a) all charged particles; b) protons; c) π⁺-mesons; d) π⁻-mesons produced in the p+12C-interactions at 4.2 A GeV/c.
Conclusion

The behaviour of the cumulative number distribution for the charged particles produced in the P12C-interactions at 4.2 A GeV/c has been studied. We have also analysed the behaviour of the cumulative number distribution for the particles with maximum values of the cumulative number in an event too. One has got: i) There are four different regions in the cumulative number distributions for protons and positive pions and the last region is correspond to values of cumulative number great than one; ii) In case of negative pions, number of regions decreased to three; iii) There is absent the cumulative area for p--mesons but there are a few p+-mesons in the cumulative area, the result is in good agreement with one obtained for the charged cumulative particles produced in the p-12C-interaction at 40 GeV/c, they obtained that a number of cumulative p+-mesons greater than number for the cumulative p--mesons; iv) Cascade cannot describe satisfactorily the distributions of the cumulative protons and cumulative p+-mesons, it gives less number for the mentioned particles. But in case of particles with maximum values of cumulative number cascade can describe the behaviour of cumulative number distribution well for protons and positive pions too, there is absent the cumulative regions for positive pions. The last two results point out that there exist some events with two cumulative particles which could not describe by the cascade dynamics. May be collective nucleon effect could be reasons of the observation two cumulative particles events.
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